THE PROCESS FOR LOGISTICS DISTRIBUTION OF DIENG CULTURE FESTIVAL EVENT
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Abstract. The purpose of this research is to explain the role of logistics in preparing and distributing logistics needs for Dieng Culture Festival Event. This study elucidates more about the distribution of goods needed for the implementation of Dieng Culture Festival. The study used qualitative descriptive method with an in-depth interview analysis tool (DEPTH interview) and focused on how the organizer managed the distribution of goods to meet the needs of Dieng Culture Festival (DCF). The results of the Analysis towards distribution of goods needed can not be distributed on a large scale because of Dieng area which is a high plateau so that it requires transportation that is more possible to pass through hilly areas at an affordable cost.
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1. Introduction

The local culture-based festival is one of the ideas in creative tourism, in Indonesia. Several local cultural festivals have become an attraction for both domestic and foreign tourists, one of which has been successful and attracting a lot of attention is Dieng Culture Festival (DCF).

DCF has been a regular annual event since 2012 in Dieng Plateau with a variety of arts and culture of Dieng itself, one of which is the children's dreads-cutting. In addition, it does not only show the traditional performances of Dieng community, but this event is also filled with various other performances, such as the jazz music performance above the Clouds, lantern festivals, dance performances, and others.

In other words, DCF is a program that will be done in a planned order for a purpose. The event is very much dependent on the idea relating to the pre-compiled plans.

Therefore, many things have to be prepared in organizing this event. Maturity in preparing all aspects needed in organizing the event is the main influence that can make the festival run well, including in the preparation of the exhibits that will be used during the event so that the need for a good logistics management to supply the goods or equipment for the exhibition that are utilized at the time of the event can be monitored properly.

Moreover, logistics is the process of managing, transferring, and storing goods and related information from the source of goods, effectively and efficiently. The benefits of logistics for the implementation of DCF is to facilitate the team to know the available logistics information which is related to DCF.

In actual practice, DCF is usually carried out within 3 days. The following schedule is the implementation of DCF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Time Schedule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>30 June – 01 July</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>29 - 30 June</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>30 - 31 August</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>01 - 02 August</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Then, the application of the problem that will be discussed is: a) How is the process of determination of goods-logistic goods for Dieng Culture Festival? b) How is the process of distributing logistics to get to Dieng Culture Festival? c) What are the constraints encountered during the process of logistics in delivering goods in Dieng Culture Festival?

2. Literature Review
A. Logistics
Logistics is about getting the right product, to the right customers, in the right amount, in the right conditions, in the right place, at the right time, and at the right cost. (Bizuyanyen, 2019)

B. Distribution
Distribution Logistics is a part of the entire supply chain process. It is more concentrated on how to deliver finished products to the end which is customer's hands. The process of delivering final goods to end customers can be called physical distribution. (Xu Miaoer 2017)

C. Tourism
Tourism is a journey from somewhere else that is temporary, which is done individually or in groups as an effort to achieve balance or harmony and happiness with the environment. Meanwhile, according to (Koen Meyers, 2009), tourism is a travel activity that takes place temporarily from the residence to the destination area for reasons not to settle or to make a living but only to fulfil curiosity, spend leisure time, or holiday and other purposes.

D. Event
As explained by Van der Wagen (2000), the characteristics of the event or activities are as follows:
1. An exciting experience or a once-in-a-lifetime experience for participants.
2. A generally expensive show.
3. A usual short-lasting time.
4. Requiring long-term and precise planning.
5. Generally executed once, or held usually at the same time every year.
6. Having a high risk in financial terms and security.
7. Involving many people, including the event management team.

From the characteristics above, it is known that activity requires mature preparation and coordination among good teams. In general, an activity is carried out at the same time and routinely once a year. Therefore, it should be better to conduct activities year after year. In addition, in conducting activities should consider the safety and the risks that will be faced during the implementation of activities, so that the constraints during activities can be reduced.

3. Research Methodology
The study used qualitative descriptive method with an in-depth interview analysis tool (DEPTH interview) and focused on how the organizer managed the distribution of goods to meet the needs of Dieng Culture Festival (DCF). Information and data sources were obtained from the interview activities to the subject that had the knowledge on the elegance of DCF so that the
information could be obtained credibly and fitted in the needs needed in this research. The resource in this study was the organizers of DCF who regulated how the distribution of the Festival needed to be held in order to run well.

Data acquisition was done by way of interviews and directed group discussions. This research used the approach of data analysis techniques developed by Miles, Huberman, and Saldana (2014) by reducing data, then splitting the unfocused data so that the data showed patterns or themes. Furthermore, it presented the data that had been reduced to help understand and analyze it easily. The last process was conclude the research results that had been done.

4. Discussion & Result

4.1 Process of determining the necessary goods for the activities of Dieng Culture Festival

1. The Organizer did list what the research needed from each division. Then, it was adjusted to rundown of the event.
2. The organizing committee conducts simulation events to know more about the needs of items to host the event.
3. Communication with the experienced organizers is done through asking the organizers of Ngayog Jazz, Prambanan Jazz, Bromo Jazz, and others to get a reference to the providers of the sound goods or event tools that are experienced in organizing the tools needed for the events.
4. Making offers to some of the providers of the goods to cooperate is performed.
5. The Committee ensures the providers that the goods need to be in a good condition and well-functioning because the temperature factor is quite cold so that the sound system and so on in order to prevent malfunctions during the event.
6. The Committee determines which providers of the goods will be used to cooperate.
7. Agreement between the Committee and the providers of the goods needed for the event is on the price, the duration of the rental of goods, and the distribution of the goods.

Hence, for the process of determination of the goods-logistics event activities of the DCF, the organizer must be very selective to determine the vendor of goods needed for DCF because the temperature is very cold that can cause the malfunctions of the goods. Furthermore, the organizers must choose a vendor that is prepared with the cold conditions in DCF location so that the equipment can function optimally and does not interfere with the course of the event.

4.2 Needs required in the implementation of DCF

1. Stage needs: Soundsystem, musical instruments, stage frame, backdrop, electrical properties, lighting, artistic properties.
2. Communication needs: BTS towers, HT’s, computers, generator set, radios, traffic properties.
3. Safety Requirements: fences, emergency light towers, explosive detectors, fire extinguishers, temperature monitoring equipments, anti-terrorism properties.
4. Health needs: oxygen, stretchers, first aid kits, ambulances.
5. The need for Documentation: cameras, CCTV cameras, drones.
6. Transportation needs: Vehicle Mobilization Committee (motorbikes, cars). Other needs: Participant properties (custom clothes, makeup tools, consumption), a public kitchen, merchant tents, public toilets, Committee’s uniforms etc.

4.3 Distribution of goods needed for the events

1. Source of the needed items
All the tools needed for the event are largely chartered from the providers of the goods and equipment. Additionally, the stage and soundsystem come from areas in Central Java such as Purwokerto, Solo, and Yogyakarta.
2. **The time required for distribution**
   a. Delivery of goods to the event location is scheduled at night in order to not disturb the citizen activities due to narrow street conditions.
   b. The time for distributing all the tools needed for the event takes more than two days from the place of origin to the location of the event.
   c. Maximum Equipment readiness is within two days before the event. So, the providers of the goods and organizers have the most time, at least five days, before the event begins. The purpose is to distribute the goods up to the set up of the goods.

3. **Transportation**
   The referred transportation is a vehicle that can deliver goods to the destination of Dieng Culture Festival. The main use of transportation is to deliver the goods quickly and on time. The other factors that affect the selection of transport is that it needs to be connected with the minimum cost, namely looking for cheap but reliable transportation and the speed has to be maximal and timely or not too late. The transportation selection is done by the provider and is adjusted to the capacity of the goods transported to the event location.

4. **Tool Installation**
   The installation of the tools will be carried out by the providers of the goods themselves and will be disassembled after the event is completed by the providers of the goods.

4.4 **Constraints arising in the distribution of goods**
   1. **Path:**
      Easier route selection should be noticed including the distance, travel time, the consumption of fuels, and safety of the travel route. All of these things should be noted so that the risk of such error selection can be minimized in order to not inflict too much harm. Understanding a route characteristic can be prioritized to reduce any cost. DCF location is in the village of Dieng that has a winding and uphill terrain, so it becomes a challenge for the providers of the goods to ensure that the goods are carried at the right time and in a good condition.

   2. **Transport vehicles:**
      The use of transportation or vehicles is also worth noting. According to Aprilianto, one of the members of the Group (conscious tourism) of Dieng Pandawa as the organizer, the use of large vehicles to transport goods needed by the event will be really impeded because of the path factor to the event location.

      Therefore, the providers of the goods and organizers themselves need to prepare a smaller vehicles when the transport of the goods needed by the event is hard to pass the path to DCF. The logistics distribution requires 5-10 small pickup cars and one large truck for one time distribution. In addition to the additional transporters, it needs manual resources that can bring these vehicles to the venue so that the providers of the goods must prepare drivers who are accustomed to passing the lines to bring the pickup transport vehicles to the location of the event. This usually relies on the help of local residents or the organizers themselves.

   3. **Cost:**
      Due to narrow, winding and uphill mountain path factors, the used transportation cannot pass the path to the location of the event so that the vehicles must pass through the line, which adds to the costs such as:
      a. The cost of renting smaller vehicles to transport goods to the event location.
b. The cost of paying the additional transporters’ drivers to deliver the goods has been changed to a smaller truck if the transport vehicle is prepared by the providers of the goods.

In 2013, the committee faced problems in distributing goods needed, importantly the bridge that was broken in the area of Wonosobo to Dieng at the time of distribution so it forced the transport vehicle to look for another alternative line through Banjarnegara and forced to change the transport vehicle to the smaller ones by the calculation below:
1) At the beginning, the number of vehicles consisted of 5 large trucks with the plan to pass the Wonosobo line.
2) Then, there was a problem that the bridge broke down between Wonosobo and Dieng.
3) Transporting vehicles turned back and changed their route through Banjarnegara.
4) The condition of the narrower and twined Banjarnegara line forced the committee and the providers to move the luggages to the smaller transport cars.
5) The goods in five large trucks were transferred to ten small carry-on (pickup) vehicles.
6) Late arrivals occurred at the event location.
7) The Committee needed more time to set up or install the tools and goods.
8) This problem caused a delay in the first day of the early morning event, so that new events began at night.
9) The visitors decreased to about 40%-60%

5. Conclusion
Based on the results of the descriptive qualitative study with interview techniques towards the organizers of Dieng Culture Festival, is concluded that:
1. The Committee determines what items are needed in organizing the Dieng Culture Festival by listing each division. Each division makes records of what necessities are needed in organizing the event. The Committee also conducts simulation implementation of the event to know in detail the goods or tools of what is needed.
2. Selecting a vendor located not far from the event venue location is important. The venue, at height of 2060 above the sea level, makes distribution process of event equipment of DCF need special management because the path to the venue is narrow and uphill so that equipment carried by the transporter truck from the origin needs to be transferred to the smaller transport cars like the pickup cars when it has entered the lane that cannot be passed by large vehicles to get to the event venue. The time required to perform the distribution of equipment takes more or less two days.
3. The main obstacle encountered in the process of distributing equipment needs is narrow and uphill, so the large transport vehicles cannot access the mainline because of road conditions, and more cost arises because it is necessary to rent smaller transport vehicles (pickup) to bring equipment that is carried by big trucks to the venue.
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